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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 In an era of increased communication, public relations scholars and practitioners 

have increasingly noticed the importance and benefits of relationship management 

principles. They especially recognize the positive effect when the relationship 

management principles guide public relations practice (Grunig, Grunig, & Ethling, 1992; 

Hon & Grunig, 1999; Huang, 2001; Ledingham, 2003).  Within this perspective, the 

management function that establishes and maintains mutually beneficial relationships 

between an organization and the publics is considered as a key aspect of public relations 

(Ledingham, 2003). 

In addition, with the advent of the Internet, relationship building or relationship 

management has become a mainstream subject in public relations research and practice 

(Jo & Kim, 2003).   Researchers have noticed the relationship management online 

including relationship qualities, strategies, and interactivity. White and Raman (2000) 

suggested that the Internet should be considered the first public relations media in that it 

allows organizations to reach and interact with stakeholders directly. 
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 In practice, organizations in various fields build their Web sites to reach their 

publics and to increase the public‘s awareness and understanding of their products and 

services.    Hallahan (2008) emphasized that practitioners now must consider the benefits 

and challenges of using the Internet to develop relationships between client organizations 

and key publics.     

 The South Korean government has also noticed the importance of establishing and 

maintaining the relationship with citizens in cyberspace and, as a result, has built Web 

sites with various purposes. According to one report, 1,634 Web sites are now 

administered by South Korean governmental organizations, including their official Web 

sites.  

This is a natural phenomenon considering several unique aspects of South Korea‘s 

online environment. First, in South Korea, the number of Internet users is very high. 

According to an International Telecommunication Union (2006) report, South Korea had 

the world‘s second highest broadband access rate (25.20%) and there are approximately 

thirty-four million Internet users.  Second, Web users in South Korea are highly 

interested in political and governmental issues.  They often express their personal 

opinions on topics related to national political interests in an emotional manner (Park & 

Thewall, 2008). Also, one study showed that the Internet is the dominant medium in 

South Korea‘s media environment for political engagement (Kim & Kim, 2007). Those 

factors have affected the government‘s policy about online relationships. 

So far, South Korean government Web sites have received positive evaluations. In 

2004–2005, the United Nations ranked the South Korean government Web site fifth in a 
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survey of 190 member countries.
1
  Also, an e-government evaluation conducted by 

Brown University in the United States ranked the South Korean e-government system as 

first out of 198 countries for the second consecutive year (2006–2007)
2
.     

 Despite the quantitative and technical outcomes, however, South Korean 

government online communication and its strategies for relationships management has 

not drawn much research attention in the public relations perspective. Also, it is still 

questionable what characteristics South Korean government Web sites have, what 

specific relationship management strategies they have and how effective those Web sites‘ 

communication strategies are. 

 Thus, to understand South Korean government online relationship management, this 

study, which explores online strategies that appear on the Web sites, is based on two 

frameworks. First, to understand the government‘s behavior to establish and manage the 

relationship, the study uses the relational maintenance strategy suggested by Grunig and 

Huang (1999). Second, to see the effectiveness and unique features of online 

communication strategies, this study analyzes the dialogic features of the Web sites on 

the basis of dialogic framework (Kent & Taylor, 1998).  Those two frameworks are 

regarded as especially important in examining the organizations‘ relationship 

management online.   The study conducts quantitative and qualitative content analysis 

focusing on the systematic features and content of Web sites. 

                                                           
1
  http://english.daegu.go.kr/Business/BizNews/view.asp?  

2
  http://www.brown.edu/Administration/News_Bureau/2006-07/06-007.html 

http://english.daegu.go.kr/Business/BizNews/view.asp?


  
 

  
 

CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

This chapter begins with theoretical discussion about organization-public 

relationship management and dialogic communication. Related studies on relationship 

management and dialogic communication are then discussed. Finally, the brief history of 

South Korean government online communication is introduced as well as the government 

public relations practice.  

Organization-Public Relationship Management (OPR) 

Relationship management was first proposed by Ferguson (1984).  Ferguson 

suggested ‗relationship management‘ as a new paradigm for public relations research and 

as the central unit of study.  Since then, many public relations scholars have examined the 

types, nature, and influence of organization-public relationships, and on subsequent 

public behavior. Conceptualizing the relationship and its application to subordinate fields 

of public relations is an ongoing agenda among scholars. 

Ledingham and Brunig (1998) suggested that the organization-public relationship be 

defined as the ―state which exists between an organization and its key publics in which 

the actions of either entity impact the economic, social, political, and/or cultural well-
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being of the other entity‖ (p.62). They further explored the notion of organization-public 

relationships by defining the ideal organization-public relationship as the ―state that 

exists between an organization and its key publics that provides economic, social, 

political, and/or cultural benefits to all parties involved, and is characterized by mutual 

positive regard‖ (p.62).

Later, Ledingham and Bruning (2000) reinforced the relationship-management 

perspective.  They argued that the relational perspective can provide a framework 

through which to explore the essence of public relations and its ultimate function in 

organizations as well as society.  J. Grunig also shifted his research interest from the 

traditional four-model frame toward the development and maintenance of relationships as 

the central goal of public relations (Hon & Grunig, 1999; Grunig & Huang, 1999; Grunig, 

2000).   

Within this perspective, public relations is seen as ―the management function that 

establishes and maintains mutually beneficial relationships between an organization and 

the publics on whom its success or failure depends‖ (Cutlip, Center, & Broom, 1994, p. 

2).  The relationship management perspective shifts the practice of public relations away 

from the manipulation of public opinion and towards a focus on building, nurturing, and 

maintaining organization-public relationships, a shift Ehling characterizes as ―an 

important change in the primary mission of public relations‖ (1992, p.662).    

Broom, Casey, and Ritchey (1997) first proposed a theoretical model to build theory 

about public-organization relationships and to establish a measurable concept of 

relationships. They developed a three-stage model that consisted of relationship concepts, 
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antecedents of relationships, and consequences of relationships. The relationship 

concepts defined the nature of a relationship, which they specified as properties of 

exchanges, transactions, communications, and other interconnected activities. 

Antecedents of relationships include social and cultural norms, collective perceptions and 

expectations, needs for resources, perceptions of uncertain environments, and 

legal/voluntary necessity. This explained reasons why organizations involve relationships 

with specific publics. The consequences include: goal achievement, dependency/loss of 

autonomy, and routine and institutionalized behavior. 

However, the most common conceptualization of the relationship comes from Hon 

and Grunig (1999) and Grunig and Huang (2000). They revised the Broom et al. model 

following three stages – the antecedents that describe the publics with which 

organizations need relationships, the maintenance strategies used to maintain those 

relationships, and the consequences or outcomes of those strategies. They followed 

Stafford and Canary (1991) and described Broom et al.‘s middle category as 

―maintenance strategies‖ rather than relationship concepts. 

As a first step, antecedents are the reasons that organizations and publics enter a 

relationship. Antecedent characteristics are developed when organizations build 

relationships with strategic publics. Strategic publics are publics with which 

organizations need relationships.   Grunig and Huang (2000) suggested four antecedent 

characteristics in the model- goal attainment, system, strategic constituencies, and 

competing values.  
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The goal attainment states that organizations are effective when they meet their 

goals. The system states that organizations are effective when they survive in their 

environment and successfully bring in resources necessary for their survival. The 

strategic constituencies are the elements of the environment whose opposition or support 

can threaten the organization‘s goals or help to attain them. They consider ―environment‖ 

as a crucial concept.  The competing values provide a bridge between strategic 

constituencies and goals. It states that an organization must incorporate the values of 

strategic constituencies into its goals so the organization attains the goals of most value to 

its strategic constituencies.   

Maintenances strategies, first proposed by Stafford and Canary (1991), are strategies 

that affect relationship outcomes (Grunig & Huang, 2000). Stafford and Canary used 

maintenance strategies to examine interpersonal relationship strategies in romantic 

relationships and marriage. Later, Hon and Grunig (1999) applied these relational 

maintenance strategies to public relations research. They identified six key strategies by 

adding ―access‖ to the five strategies - positivity, openness, assurances, networking, and 

sharing of tasks- suggested by Stafford and Canary.  

 Positivity means interaction with each other in a cheerful way and attempting to 

make interactions enjoyable (Stafford & Canary, 1991). Hon and Grunig (1999) defined 

this strategy as ―anything the organization or public does to make the relationship more 

enjoyable for the parties involved‖ (p. 14).  Openness is a principle that encourages 

relationship building through disclosure of information between parties. Openness has 

been found to be one of the key characteristics of communication behaviors that builds 
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trust in both interpersonal and organization-public relationships (Broom, Casey, & 

Ritchey, 2000).  With the interpersonal relationship, networking refers to interacting with 

or relying on common affiliations and spending time with common friends (Stafford & 

Canary, 1991). In public relations, this concept is extended to an organization‘s building 

of networks with the same groups that its publics affiliate with (Hon & Grunig, 1999).   

Assurances are ―attempts by parties in the relationship to assure the other parties that they 

and their concerns are legitimate‖ or ―attempts by the parties in the relationship to 

demonstrate they are committed to maintaining the relationship‖ (Hon & Grunig, 1999, p. 

14).  Bortree (2007) suggested some examples such as encouraging people to get 

involved in community activity, or soliciting donations of time or money. Shared tasks is 

defined as ―organizations‘ and publics‘ sharing in solving problems.‖  Specific features 

of maintenance strategies online will be discussed in the next section.  

 The third stage of the organization-public relationship outcomes is the outputs of the 

organization-public relationships. Hon and Grunig (1999) developed six benchmark 

measurements to examine the relationships: control mutuality, trust, satisfaction, 

commitment, exchange relationship, and communal relationship. 

 Control Mutuality is the degree to which parties agree on who has the rightful power 

to influence one another. Although some imbalance is natural, stable relationships require 

that organizations and publics each have some control over the other. Trust is one party‘s 

level of confidence in and willingness to open oneself to the other party.  Satisfaction is 

the extent to which each party feels favorably toward the other because positive 

expectations about the relationship are reinforced. A satisfying relationship is one in 
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which the benefits outweigh the costs. Commitment is the extent to which each party 

believes and feels that the relationship is worth spending energy to maintain and promote. 

Two dimensions of commitment are continuance commitment, which refers to a certain 

line of action, and affective commitment, which is an emotional orientation. In an 

exchange relationship, one party gives benefits to the other only because the other has 

provided benefits in the past or is expected to do so in the future. A Communal 

relationship means that both parties provide benefits to the other because they are 

concerned for the welfare of the other –even when they get nothing in return. For most 

public relations activities, developing communal relationships with key constituencies is 

much more important to achieve than developing exchange relationships. (Hon & Grunig, 

1999) These outcomes have become the most commonly accepted way to measure the 

quality of an organization-public relationship (Ledingham, 2006). 

Relational maintenance strategies online 

As stated above, relational maintenance strategies are used in the organization-public 

relationship to sustain the relationship. Researchers pointed out that the framework of 

maintenance strategies is a crucial factor for predicting outcomes and evaluating the 

relationship quality.  Stafford and Canary (1991) found that maintenance strategies kept 

the relationship favorable and fostered some relationship outcomes such as control 

mutuality, liking, commitment, and relational satisfaction. In the context of public 

relations, Ki (2006) also suggested that some maintenance strategies would predict the 

outcomes of the relationship.  
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Relational maintenance strategies are given relatively less attention than relationship 

outcomes or relationship qualities, but some researchers suggest the importance of the 

maintenance strategies and the implication of these strategies.  

 Ki (2003) reconceptualized these six maintenance strategies to apply them to online 

situations. According to Ki, positivity is any attempt to enable ease of Web site use. She 

suggested that Web sites engage positivity when offering a site map to users. Also online 

tactics like providing games or multimedia content may fall into this category.  Access is 

assumed to provide information about the organization, uses of resources, decision 

processes and leadership. An example of this would be providing a place for users to ask 

a question or providing an email address for more information.  Openness encourages 

relationship building through disclosure of information between parties.  Examples of this 

strategy would be providing organizational news on a Web site, including an ―About Us‖ 

section or offering email news updates about the organization. Hon and Grunig(1999) 

defined shared tasks as ―organizations‘ and publics‘ sharing in solving joint or separate 

problems.‖  Ki added some examples of shared tasks such as encouraging people to get 

involved in some type of activities or soliciting donations of time or money from them 

for a ―good cause.‖ Networking is indicated by any evidence on the Web site of contact 

with any specific activist public such as environmental, union, and community groups. 

Also, it may include types of third party endorsements.  Assurances are concern for a 

public or demonstrating that the public is valued.  Ki‘s recent research has identified 

assurances as the strongest predictor of relational quality outcomes in the organization-

public relationship (2006).  
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Jo and Huh (2007) analyzed corporate blogs using the maintenance strategies. The 

study revealed that among six relational maintenance strategies, positivity, assurances, 

and sharing tasks were most frequently applied by corporate blogs. The study also found 

that the relationship maintenance strategies were different depending on the industrial 

characteristics of corporations. One example is that corporate blogs in service or retail 

industries are more likely to use relational maintenance strategies than those in a 

manufacturing industry. However, this study is limited in that blogs cannot fully convey 

organizations‘ strategies for general relationship management. 

 Bortree (2007) examined relationship maintenance strategies engaged by 

organizations toward adolescent publics and the impact of those strategies on the quality 

of the relationship between organization and public. Six maintenance strategies were 

measured, along with a newly-proposed strategy of guidance. Also, this study examined 

the relationship between maintenance strategies and relational outcomes. The study found 

that the constructs of the model of the organization-public relationship hold up for an 

adolescent public. Three strategies emerged as most influential in this relationship: 

guidance, assurances and shared tasks. The influence of these strategies appears to flow 

to the relational quality outcome of control mutuality, which then influences the other 

outcomes of satisfaction, trust and commitment. This has implications for the adolescent-

nonprofit organization relationship. 

Dialogic Communication on the Web 

Public relations phenomena are more complex than a simple source-receiver 

relationship in traditional communication research. Grunig & Grunig suggested that the 
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two-way communication between the organization and publics as ―excellent public 

relations‖ (Grunig & Grunig, 1992).  Also, audience power such as feedback and 

activism is regarded as related to the interactivity of media for better two-way 

communication and relationship building (Kent & Taylor, 1998).  Considering those facts, 

the advent of the Internet—considered to be an interactive medium—can have significant 

effects on relationship building between organizations and publics.    

Jo and Kim (2003) examined the relationship between Web characteristics and 

perceptions toward relational components. They conduct an empirical exploration of 

relationship building through the Web. The study suggests that interactivity is the most 

significant factor to affect relationship building. Also, nonessential arrangement of 

interactivity and multimedia did not enhance positive perceptions of the relationship with 

the organizations.  Finally, they examine effect of technical feature-multimedia 

orientation. The multimedia orientation does not significantly affect relationship building. 

Vorvoreanu(2006) suggests that among a variety of relationship building strategies 

and tactics, one important way of relationship building and maintenance is the 

organizational Web site. He explains some methodologies to research Web sites: 

exploratory atheoretical studies that employ content analysis to create inventories of 

common Web site features and characteristics of Web sites, theory-driven studies that 

examine Web sites in light of pre-existing communication theories, and experimental 

based study.  

 In many research trends of public relations online, a dialogic framework is regarded 

as very useful and effective, and, as a result, many researchers analyze Web sites based 
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on dialogic communication framework suggested by Kent and Taylor (1998).   Within the 

theory, dialogic communication is described as ―a procedural means whereby an 

organization and its publics can communicate interactively‖ (p. 323). They proposed five 

principles to be followed in building dialogic Web sites: dialogic loop, useful information, 

ease of interface, conservation of visitors, and generation of returning visitors. These 

principles guide organizations in how to communicate effectively with publics and 

provide useful criteria for examining online communication and Web sites for researchers. 

 The first principle is to create a dialogic loop. Kent and Taylor wrote, ―A dialogic 

loop allows publics to query organizations and, more importantly, it offers organizations 

the opportunity to respond to questions, concerns and problems‖ (p.326).  

The second principle is to provide useful information to all publics. They suggest 

that relationships with publics must be cultivated not only to serve the public relations 

goals of an organization, but so that the interests, values, and concerns of publics are 

addressed.  

The third principle is the ease of the interface. This principle suggests that visitors, 

who come to Web sites for informational purposes, or even for curiosity, should find the 

sites easy to navigate and understand. It is not desirable to design the site to be accessible 

only to those users with the "latest," or "particular," versions of network software.  The 

idea of "choice" is important here because it allows publics to interact with the 

organizations on their own terms.  
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 The fourth principle is the rule of conservation of visitors. Kent and Taylor wrote 

that links should not lead users away from the organization‘s site and to other sites.  

The last principle is the generation of return visits. It means that sites should contain 

attractive features that make visitors visit again such as updated information, changing 

issues, special forums, and new commentaries. 

Since developing principles of dialogic Web sites, many researchers including Kent 

and Taylor have focused on ideal features of sites. Taylor, Kent, and White (2001) 

examine how activist organizations use the Internet to build relationships. They identified 

thirty-one dialogic characteristics of activist organization Web sites that fell into six 

dialogic principles. This study indicates that most activist organizations meet the 

technical and design aspects required for dialogic relationship building on the Web but 

they do not show two-way communication by fully engaging with publics. More 

importantly, they suggest that how to use the Internet dialogically will influence whether 

it continues to exist primarily as a marketing tool or to grow into a tool for relationship 

building. 

Park and Reber (2008) examined the dialogic features of corporate Web sites in 

order to determine the Web site practices of the corporations for building relationships 

with their publics. They did a content analysis of 100 fortune 500 companies‘ Web sites. 

The study indicated that most corporations designed their Web sites to serve important 

publics and to foster dialogic communication.  This research implies that the dialogic 

features of Web sites are crucial to build and develop relationships.  
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Brunig, Dials and Shirka (2008) explored how relationship attitudes and dialogue 

affect key public member evaluations. The result suggests that both relationship attitudes 

and dialogue positively affect respondent evaluation of and intended behaviors toward an 

organization. Also, the result suggests that organizations facilitate relationships best 

through a dialogic process. A dialogic approach requires that the organization engages 

the public during communication.  

Gorden and Berhow (2008) conduct a content analysis of 232 university Web sites 

using Kent and Taylor‘s dialogic principles. Results indicate that liberal arts institutions 

tend to use more dialogic Web features than national doctoral/research universities. Tier 

3 institutions have a more significant number of dialogic Web site features than Tier 4 

institutions. Finally, a small correlation was found between the use of dialogic features on 

the Web sites and higher rates of student retention and alumni giving. 

Supa and Zoch (2006) examined how the top 50 global corporations establish 

dialogic communication with journalists online. They conducted a content analysis to see 

how organizations use media room to build relationships with journalists. The study 

found that nearly all of the top corporations are using some aspects of an online media 

room but most are not using the Internet to its fullest potential in establishing dialogue 

with the media.  

Guillory and Sundar (2008) suggest interactivity in corporate Web sites is very 

influential for public perceptions of organizations. Even though they do not use a dialogic 

framework, the study explores the use of interactivity as a public relations tool on 
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recruitment pages of organizations' Web sites.  The study revealed that Web sites with 

higher interactivity will elicit more positive perceptions of the organization.    

Dialogue surely helps organizations to know the needs of the public, so it is critical 

that practitioners design programmatic initiatives and sponsorships that are responsive to 

the expectations expressed. Also, it suggests that the practice of public relations needs to 

continue exploring techniques for personalizing organization- public interactions.   

Government Public relations 

 Government public relations (Government PR) refers to the concrete PR practices 

connected to national policies conducted by the administrative organizations.  

Government PR includes most of the national level domestic PR activities, such as 

national policies and business promotion, crisis management, organizational 

communication, public opinion campaigns, and media relationships. The purposes of the 

government‘s domestic PR activities are to get the citizenry to consent to changes in 

national policies, to provide citizens with administrative services and/or information, and 

to directly influence legislation (Yoon, 2000). Likewise, the government of a democratic 

society uses public relations to achieve public support and cooperation; similar efforts 

can rarely be seen in an authoritarian society because authoritarianism uses propaganda, 

not public relations, to maintain its status (Verčič, Grunig and Grunig 1996). 

 Hiebert (1981) provided a government communication process model. The model 

identifies four basic information strategies public officials can use to enhance their 

agency‘s image: withholding information, releasing information, staging special events, 
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and persuading the public. The government communication process model is valuable 

because it incorporates both internal and external communications and addresses several 

public sector environmental attributes.  

Liu and Horsley (2007) argued that the existing public relations and communication 

models do not adequately account for the unique environmental characteristics of the 

public sector.  They suggested a new model for the unique environmental characteristics 

of the public sector by identifying four coexisting, complementary microenvironments: 

multilevel, intra governmental, intergovernmental, and external. The model also provided 

eight environmental characteristics that affect government communication and proposed 

how these characteristics operate in each of the four microenvironments. They are 

politics, public good, legal constraints, devaluation of communication, poor public 

perceptions, lagging professional development, and federalism. This model provides a 

useful tool to help government communicators select the most effective means of 

communication based on the situation, environment, and available resources. 

 Kim, Park and Jang (2006) conducted case study of public relations practices of the 

South Korean Government. They selected two government PR organizations in South 

Korea in order to have a clear understanding of how the national-level PR practices have 

been executed.  This study showed that most of South Korean government public 

relations focused on image/reputation management. Also the results showed that these 

organizations conducted a variety of public relations practices by persuasion, public 

information and relationship management functions. On the other hand they pointed out 
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that the greatest weakness of the PR of these two organizations was the absence of cause-

related public relations, and the relatively weak practices of advocacy.   

Lee (2007) and Peijuan, Ting and Pang (2008) analyzed the government PR during a 

crisis situation. Lee analyzed the crisis management of the Hong Kong governments 

during the SARS outbreak. This research suggests what the Hong Kong government 

failed during the crisis. In this study, Lee suggests that government PR should be 

distinguished from corporate public relations in responsibility and complexity of 

communication. Peijuan et al. examined the strategies used by China‘s government to 

repair image in the product recall crisis.  They found that image repair by the government 

is different compared to political, corporate or entertainment image repair. 

The brief history of South Korean government’s online communication 

 In the mid-1990s, the rapid adoption of information technology around the world 

spurred the efforts of the South Korean government to build a nationwide high-speed 

communications network. The ‗Framework Act on Informatization Promotion‘ was 

enacted and the government channeled resources into upgrading the telecommunications 

infrastructure.   

Also, during this period, the Master Plan for Informatization Promotion (1996), and 

Cyber South Korea 21 (1999) were formulated. From this point onwards, the e-

Government initiative triggered the expanded use of information technology in 

government departments and bureaus.  During this period, the central and local 

government adopted information technology to make administrative processes more 
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efficient and productive. A chief information officer (CIO) was appointed in the 

government (1998) and information technology use was expanded across departments 

and bureaus. 

In the years 2000 and 2001, the use of information technology in the government 

was expanded. Extensive administrative processes that impeded government services 

have been refocused to provide citizen-centered government services via the Internet. 

This was achieved through the expansion of information sharing across government 

agencies. To accelerate the process of establishing an e-Government during the year 2001, 

the ‗Electronic Promotion Act on Administration Processes for the Establishment of an e-

Government‘ was enacted into law and progress of the major e-Government initiatives 

has been closely monitored. In order to promote interagency collaboration in negotiating 

issues concerning the e-Government initiative, the Special Committee for e-Government 

was created in January 2001.   

 In 2003, the president of South Korea expressed his firm resolve to innovate the 

public sector.  This resolution of the government gave birth to the E-Government 

Roadmap, designed to achieve South Korea‘s vision of becoming the ―world‘s best open 

e-government.‖ The e-government involves the participation of the nation‘s people in 

policy formulation and government processes, enabled through transparent public 

administration. In the four years since 2004, the South Korean Government has 

progressively built an e-Government System that has enabled it to provide up to 85% of 

public services online.   
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 Since its introduction, South Korea‘s e-Government System has helped improve the 

efficiency of administrative processes; provided the information necessary to develop and 

implement effective government initiatives; and enhanced the delivery of services to 

constituents. By expanding the range of government services available online, the South 

Korean Government has cut the number of citizen visits to government offices to less 

than three times a year. As of today, it has achieved 60% of its e-government program 

optimization.   

In 2004–2005, the United Nations ranked this system fifth in a survey of 190 

member countries. The United Nations also nominated the e-procurement system as the 

international standard in 2005. Also, in an e-government evaluation conducted by Brown 

University in the United States, South Korea‘s e-Government System was ranked first out 

of 198 countries for the second consecutive year (2006–2007). In 2006, the World 

Intellectual Property Organization selected the system as the patent for e-government 

information technology systems globally. Now, 1,634 Web sites are administrated by 46 

federal government organizations. 

Even though the technologic and quantitative development in the government‘s 

online communication has been accomplished, it is still questionable whether the quality 

of relationship will be accomplished.  

Research Questions 
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Based on the above literature, this study will examine the South Korean 

government‘s Web sites with organization- public relationship management. This study 

consists of three parts. 

First, this study explores the general characteristics of government Web sites. This 

will analyze what information and services are available and what unique features 

government Web sites have. Second, this study analyzes South Korea‘s governmental 

organizations‘ Web sites using the six relationship maintenance strategies discussed 

above: positivity, access, openness, networking, shared tasks, and assurance.  Third, this 

study evaluates the dialogic strategies and features on Web sites based on the five key 

concepts developed by Kent and Taylor (1998). 

  The research questions are as follow. 

Research Question 1: What are the key characteristics of South Korea‘s 

government Web sites? 

Research Question 2A: Do the Web sites run by governmental organizations 

employ the six relational maintenance strategies (positivity, openness, access, 

assurance, networking, and shared tasks)?  

Research Question 2B: If so, to what extent do South Korea‘s government Web 

sites employee the six relational maintenance strategies?    

Research Question 3A: Do the South Korean government organizations use the five 

dialogic communication principles (dialogic loop, ease of interface, return of visitors, 
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conservation of visitors, and useful information) to build and maintain the 

relationships?  

Research Question 3B: If so, to what extent do the Web sites engage those 

principles? 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  
 

CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

  

Research Design 

This study employed a quantitative and qualitative content analysis of sixty South 

Korean government Web sites applying two theoretical frameworks- relational 

maintenance strategies and dialogic communication strategies. Among sixty Web sites, 

fifty-one sites are official Web sites of federal governmental organizations. Nine Web 

sites are official Web sites of quasi-government organizations.  The unit of analysis for 

this research is the Web site itself.  

Coding Categories 

The coding categories for this research were built based on previous research (Ki, 

2006; Bortree, 2007; Jo & Huh, 2006; Supa& Zoch, 2006; Kent&Taylor, 1999). The 

coding categories consist of three sections.  

In the first section, general characteristics of Web sites are coded. In this part, the 

functions, interactive features and systematic features are observed. Also, coders were 

asked to write about the presence of unique features that can be found only on 

government Web sites.  

In the second section, Web sites are coded based on six maintenance strategies- 

positivity, openness, access, networking, shared tasks, and assurance. Positivity is 
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measured by any attempt to make the organization-publics relationship more enjoyable 

and favorable, such as offering multimedia and site maps. Access is measured by 

presence of contact information and availability of questions.  Openness is measured by 

the presence of any information about organizations and availability of feedback by 

visitors. The shared tasks category is measured by availability of any events or activities 

that publics may participate in. Networking in the public relations is defined as the 

organization‘s efforts to develop a relationship with individuals or organizations that the 

public admires or has a relationship with (Bortree, 2007). For this concept the 

endorsement of a celebrity and presence of outside experts‘ comments or articles are 

coded.   For the assurance category, Assurance is measured by the inclusion of a board 

that allows visitors to upload their articles and graphic contents, and the presence of log 

in functions.  

 In the third section, five dialogic features of Web sites are analyzed.  For evaluating 

dialogic loop, the presence of contact information, surveys and welcome messages are 

coded.  Ease of interface is measured by the presence of several features to make 

navigation easy and convenient. Useful information is measured by the presence of 

information including the organization‘s news.  Conservation of visitors are measured by 

systematic features that keep users on their Web sites and presence of any services to 

help visitors navigate the sites more easily.  Generation of return visits is measured by the 

presence of any statement to invite return visit and by the presence of bookmark 

encouragement. Appendix I contains a sample coding sheet. 

Coding Procedures  
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Two coders including the researcher conducted the analysis with a structured coding 

sheet consisting of checklists and open-ended questionnaires.  Most quantitative coding 

was determined with yes or no answers and at the end of each section, coders were asked 

to write comments or opinions. Coder 1 was assigned to observe all sixty Web sites. 

Coder 2 was randomly assigned ten sites to conduct coding. The two coders used same 

computer with the same Internet connection speed to eliminate potential bias and external 

factors. Inter coder reliability was tested using Holsti‘s formula. The inter coder 

reliability was calculated at .97.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  
 

  
 

CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

 

This study analyzes sixty South Korean governmental organizations‘ Web sites to 

understand their strategies, including maintenance strategies and communication 

strategies for relationships with publics.     

 

RQ1. What are the key characteristics of South Korea’s government Web sites? 

 Compared to other organization Web sites analyzed in previous research, South 

Korea‘s government Web sites have several unique features in functions, interactivities, 

contents and systematic features. 

Function of the Web sites: Based on their statements, South Korea‘s government 

Web sites have three functions. The first function is providing organization news and 

information. Especially, most Web sites have a search function that helps find white 

paper and old documents. Visitors can also find officials‘ information easily.  The second 

function is communicating with citizens. They provide various services for 

communication with publics. The most common communication tools were free board 
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and Q&A board (57, 96%). The third function is providing official services such as legal 

service and record inquiry.   Surprisingly, the third function is very common and popular 

in most sites (see table 1).   

Figure4.1. The South Korea government Web sites function and the number of Web sites that 

have the functions 

Functions Number of Web sites Percent of sites (%) 

Providing  information 

(data, news, legal documents) 
60 100 

Communication with publics 58 96.6 

Providing official service 51 85 

 

Interactivity: Most Web sites regard interactivity as very important. The two coders 

observed many tactics for interactivity on the Web sites, such as free board, contact 

information, feedback and comments functions on posts. One noticeable fact is that, for 

effective and close interactivity, one third of the Web sites have separate blogs and make 

links to the blogs.  

Figure4.2. the interactive features on the South Korea government Web sites 

Interactive features Number of the Web sites Percent of the sites (%) 

Free board 58 96.6 

Contact information 58 96.6 

Feedback 55 91.6 

Comment functions on posts 40 66.6 
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The construction of Web sites: The two coders commonly wrote comments that the 

construction of Web sites, especially the first pages, is quite complicated and thus it may 

not be easy to find information at a glance.  In other words, that means the Web sites 

provide various contents on the main pages.  An average fifteen sections are observed on 

the first page (see table 3). For example, on the first page of Ministry for Food, 

Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (MIFAFF)‘s Web site, there are eighteen sections 

divided in different boxes. Beside the main menu on the top, there are ―focus on policies‖, 

―current issues‖, ―civil service‖, ―quick menu‖, ―statistics‖, ―pop-up zone‖, ―photo news‖, 

―photo events‖, ―press release‖, ―banner zone‖, ―link to its own blog‖, ―link to Webzine‖, 

―link to other organizations‘ site‖ and so on.   

Figure4.3.the number of sections that appear on the main page 

Number of sections Number of Web sites Percent of the sites (%) 

Five or less 1 1.6 

From six to ten 10 16.6 

From eleven to fifteen 21 35 

Sixteen or more 28 46.6 

Total 60 100 

 

RQ2A. Do the Web sites run by governmental organizations employ the six 

relational maintenance strategies: positivity, openness, access, assurance, 

networking, and shared tasks? & RQ2B: If so, to what extent do the Web sites 

engage the six relational maintenance strategies?    
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The study reveals that most Web sites analyzed in this study significantly employ the 

six management strategies.  Especially, positivity, access, and openness are frequently 

used by South Korean government organizations. 

Positivity. Positivity was measured by the presence of multimedia, the presence of 

convenient tools for navigation, and the presence of contents for minority groups such as 

children, adolescents, foreigners, and disabled people. All sixty Web sites (100%) had 

multimedia contents. They offered video clips such as video news releases and 

promotional films. Twenty-one Web sites have flash media and seven Web sites have 

animation. Also, all sixty Web sites had more than one convenient feature of navigation 

(see table 3). Most Web sites provided a site search engine (57), site map (57), and main 

menu on the first page (56). Also, twenty-six Web sites (43.3%) provided an RSS tool. 

Forty-seven Web sites (78.3 %) provided special contents or menu for minority groups; 

children (43), adolescents (6), foreigners (5), disabled people (4).   

 Figure4.4.the positivity features of South Korea government Web sites 

Positivity features The number of Web sites The percent of sites (%) 

Multimedia 60 100 

Ease of navigation 

(Search engine) 

(Site map) 

(Main menu on the first page) 

(RSS tool) 

60 

(57) 

(57) 

(56) 

(26) 

100 

(95) 

(95) 

(93.3) 

(43.4) 

Special contents or menu for 

specific groups 
47 78.3 
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Access. Access was measured by the offering of contact information including email 

address and by explicitly inviting questions or comments from visitors. Fifty-eight Web 

sites (96.6 %) provided contact information including email address. Those Web sites 

offered a contact phone number and address but email addresses were offered by only 

thirty-seven Web sites. Also, fifty-two Web sites (86.6%) explicitly invite questions or 

comments from visitors.   

Figure4.5.the access strategies on the South Korea government Web sites 

The access strategic features The number of Web sites The percent of sites (%) 

Offering contact information 58 96.6 

Explicitly inviting questions or 

comments from visitors 
52 86.6 

 

Openness. Openness was measured by the presence of organization news and 

information and by presence of a comment function through which visitors could provide 

their feedback and response to entries. Also, offering email updates about the 

organization news is one category to measure openness. Fifty-six Web sites (93.3%) 

provided organization news on the Web sites and fifty-two Web sites (86.6 %) allowed 

visitors to make comments on each post. One noticeable service was ―evaluation of 

visitors‘ satisfaction.‖ A dozen Web sites had an evaluation function for each post, which 

asked visitors how satisfied they were with the articles or the contents. The evaluation 

chart consisted of five degrees of satisfaction and visitors could choose one at the end of 

each post. Also, one third of the Web sites (41, 68.3 %) offer email updates about the 

organization news.  
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Figure4.6. Openness strategies on South Korea government Web sites 

Strategies of openness 
The number of Web 

sites 
The percent of sites (%) 

Providing organization news 56 93.3 

Providing email updates  about 

news 
41 68.3 

Offering board for visitors to make 

comments 
52 86 

 

Shared tasks. Shared tasks are measured by the presence of invitations to participate 

in activities or events. Fifty-two Web sites (86.6 %) encouraged visitors to participate in 

campaigns or events.  Thirty-four Web sites (56.6%) invited visitors to participate in off 

line or online community activities, for example, blogger journalists, joining volunteers, 

and participating in forums or hearings (see table 7). 

Figure4.7. Types of participation in online and offline activities 

Types of participation The number of Web sites 

Citizen journalists /writers 37 

Volunteering 23 

Participating in forums/hearing 25 

Participating online club or offline club 21 

 

Networking. Networking is measured by the presence of celebrities and third 

endorsement and by the presence of outside experts and specialists‘ opinions. Compared 

to other strategies, networking is not frequently used on these South Korean government 

Web sites. Only six Web sites provided celebrity endorsement. Six Web sites used 
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celebrities as spokespersons or campaign ambassadors. Also, twenty-eight Web sites 

(46.6%) provided outside celebrities‘ opinions or specialists‘ contributions.  

Assurance. Assurance was measured by the presence of a message board that allow 

publics to upload their articles and graphic contents and by the presence of log in 

functions. Twenty-seven Web sites (45%) included boards that invite visitors actively 

upload their articles, photo, UCC, and ideas, the boards distinguished from a simple 

message board or free board.  For example, South Korea Tourism Organization (KTO) 

invited visitors to post their photos taken during their travels throughout South Korea. 

Log in is also coded to observe assurance. Thirty-seven Web sites (61.6 %) asked visitors 

to sign up and then log in. Even though visitors can use Web sites without logging in, 

most Web sites provided more services after visitors logged in.   

Figure4.8. the assurance strategies of the South Korea government Web sites 

The assurance strategies features The number of Web sites percent of the sites % 

Visitors‘ availability of uploading 

their contents 
27 45 

Log-in function 37 61.6 

 

  

RQ3A. Do the South Korean government organizations use the five dialogic 

communication principles (dialogic loop, ease of interface, return of visitors, 

conservation of visitors, and useful information) to build and maintain the 

relationships? & RQ3B: If so, to what extent do the Web sites engage those 

principles? 
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The results show that most South Korean government organizations employed 

various dialogic principles on their Web sites. Most of all, the Web sites are well 

established to create two way relational communications. In addition, the Web sites 

provide various contents and a stable system to conserve visitors. However, the Web sites 

did not show obvious features to make visitors return the sites. 

Dialogic loop. Dialogic loop was measured by presence of contact information, 

surveys and welcome messages. Also, offering registration for receiving news was coded 

to examine this principle. Most Web sites provide contact information such as email 

address, phone number and address (58, 96.6%). Some Web sites provided more 

interactive services such as a three-digit call center number (11) and cyber counseling (7).  

Thirty-eight organizations (63.3%) provided surveys about the organization‘s policies, 

campaigns, or Web sites themselves. Welcome messages were observed on two-third of 

the Web sites (39, 65%).  In particular, to execute this principle more effectively, twenty- 

six organizations had their blogs separate from their official Web sites and made link to 

them on the home page.   

Figure4.9.the dialogic loop features of South Korea government Web sites 

The feature of dialogic loop The number of Web sites The percent of sites (%) 

Providing contact information 58 96.6 

Providing surveys 38 63.3 

Presence of welcome 

messages 
39 65 

  

 Ease of Interface. To examine the ease of interface principle, the presence of several 

features to make navigation easy and convenient were coded such as presence of a site 
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map, presence of links to the homepage on each page and presence of main navigation. 

Also, presence of a quick menu on the first page was coded. Fifty-seven Web sites (95%) 

had a site map and all sixty Web sites had links to the home page (first page) on each 

page.  When it comes to navigation on the main page, the two coders indicated in 

common that the main pages contained too many contents and links to find what visitors 

want to see.  Thus, a quick menu could be one feature of the ease of interface principle. 

Thirty-nine Web sites (65%) provided a quick menu on the main page.  Also, coders 

coded about the main page are well categorized or not. Forty-seven Web sites are well 

categorized to navigate Web sites easily (78.3%). 

Figure4.10.the features of ease of interface principle 

The features of ease of interface 
The number of Web 

sites 
The percent of sites (%) 

Site map 57 95 

Links to homepage on each page 60 100 

Quick menu 39 65 

Well-categorized Web sites 47 78.3 

 

Useful Information. In regard to useful information, this study focused on what kinds 

of information are provided.  The information provided on the Web sites consisted of 

information about the organization (―about us‖, ―history of the organizations‖), press 

releases, current news, background information about the organization‘s policies and 

current news, archived news and statistics. Also, the availability of searching white paper 

was coded. As seen in table 11 ―about us‖ (55, 91.6%) and ―archived news‖(55, 91.6%) 

are the most common information that Web sites provided.  Press releases were also 
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provided by many Web sites (54, 90%). Background information about organizations‘ 

policies and current issues was provided on forty-four Web sites (73.3 %). Fifteen Web 

sites had an e-library which offered download services of publications or books. A white 

paper search was available on thirty-one Web sites. 

Figure4.11. the type of information of South Korean government Web sites 

The type of information 
The number of Web 

sites 
The percent of sites (%) 

About us 55 91.6 

Archived news 55 91.6 

Press release 54 90 

Background information about 

organization 
44 73.3 

Searching or downloading white paper 31 51.6 

e-library 15 25 

 

Conservation of visitors. Conservation of visitors was measured by several 

systematic features that keep users returning to the Web sites and several services that 

help visitors navigate the sites easily. The presence of pop-up windows and short 

uploading time (less than four seconds) were coded to measure this principle. Forty-eight 

Web sites (80%) did not have pop-up windows. Fifty-three Web sites (88.3%) were 

loaded in less than four seconds. In addition, to help visitors‘ navigation, fifty sites 

clearly marked update date and time and forty-nine sites (81.6 %) had a help section. 

Also, nearly half of the sites (29, 48.3 %) offered ―favorite keyword (popular keyword)‖ 

on the first page.  
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Figure4.4. the tactics for conservation of visitors 

The tactics for conservation visitors The number of Web sites 
The percent of sites 

(%) 

Loading with no pop-up windows 48 80 

Loading in less than four seconds 53 88.3 

Clearly indicating update date and time 50 83.3 

Presence of help section 49 81.6 

Providing favorite keyword 29 48.3 

 

 Generation of Returning Visitors. Generation of returning visitors was measured by the 

presence of an explicit statement encouraging visitors to return and by the availability of 

making the Webpage as a bookmark. Offering upcoming events or a calendar was also 

coded to evaluate this principle. Compared to other principle, the generation of returning 

visitors does not appear on the Web sites very well. Only ten Web sites (16.6 %) 

explicitly make statements to induce visitors to return to the sites. Seven Web sites have a 

bookmark function and encourage visitors to bookmark the sites. Upcoming events or a 

calendar was observed on twenty- five Web sites (41.6 %). 

   

 

 

 

 

 



  
 

CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

 

This study examined the online relationship management of South Korean 

government organizations. The study reveals how and to what extent South Korea 

governmental organizations use Internet for relational maintenance strategies and 

dialogic communication strategies.    

Relational Maintenance Strategies 

 The results of this study suggest that most government Web sites employ six 

maintenance strategies very well. They tend to adopt various relational maintenance 

strategies to maintain good relationships with their visitors. While positivity, openness 

and access are appropriately and frequently used, networking and assurance are relatively 

less used.  

When it comes to positivity, most Web sites use various strategies to give visitors a 

good impression and to build positive relationships. All sixty Web sites provide 

multimedia such as video clips, audio clips, flash or animation. Some Web sites provided 

cartoons to inform publics about policies and help them understand better. Also, all Web 

sites use some tools for visitors‘ convenience.  Most Web sites have a site map or site 

search, which help visitors navigate the Web sites. Other features of the positivity
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principle are providing RSS tools and mobile service. Those services are not yet 

prevalent, but, considering the trend, they will be an essential service to fortify positivity.  

One noticeable fact is that more than two-thirds of the Web sites provide special 

contents or a menu for minor groups or specific groups such as children, adolescents, 

foreigners and disabled people. Considering it is crucial for the government is to build 

good relationships with various groups of publics, this feature is meaningful and 

important.  

To examine the access strategy, this study mainly looked at presence of contact 

information and availability of visitors‘ questions or comments. The result suggests that 

South Korean government Web sites frequently use this strategy on most Web sites. Even 

though contact through e-mail is more convenient than by phone or mail, for security 

reasons, most websites did not provide and email address. Instead, they provided a 

message board for publics to access the organizations at any time. Meanwhile, several 

Web sites provided unique and accessible services such as a call center, counseling center 

and conversation with ministers.  

 The third strategy examined in this study is openness. Openness is measured from 

two perspectives; how well organizations open provide open and easy access to 

information; how willingly and openly organizations accept the publics‘ opinion or 

comments. On most Web sites, visitors could search and get information freely and easily. 

Some Web sites have an e-library where visitors can search publications and documents. 

Also, some Web sites provide detailed information about the organization including 

history and annual goals and objectives. As public organizations, it is not strange to open 
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all the information to the taxpaying citizens. Also it is the government‘s duty to hear what 

their people wants and needs are. In this sense, South Korean government Web sites use 

good strategies to establish and maintain relationships with publics. 

Shared tasks are defined as any activities that organizations and publics work 

together on, and events or campaigns that publics can participate in. Many organizations 

actively encourage current visitors and prospective visitors to participate in events, 

campaigns, and community activities.  Events and campaigns can arouse publics‘ 

interests, and then help publics have positive images about organizations. Also, events 

and campaigns can raise publics‘ understanding about organizations.  In that context, the 

shared tasks would be a very useful strategy in relationship management. As the study‘s 

findings revealed, South Korean government Web sites displayed many events and 

campaigns such as a photo contest, volunteering for a green campaign (environmental 

campaign), online forum, and citizen reporters. However, invitation for long-term 

community activities is only observed less than half of the Web sites. Considering the 

long term effects of community activities, South Korean government Web sites need to 

encourage more publics to participate in community activities.  

 According to previous studies, networking in the public relations is defined as the 

organization‘s efforts to develop a relationship with individuals or organizations that the 

public admires or has a relationship with (Bortree, 2007).  Compared to other strategies, 

this strategy is not evidently observed. Only six Web sites provide celebrity 

endorsements and twenty-eight Web sites provide specialists‘ opinions or contributions. 

The two coders indicated several interesting features about this strategy. One coder 

indicated that many governmental Web sites linked to each other and, by one click, 
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visitors were able to move to another organization‘s sites. Another coder indicated that, 

instead of celebrities and outside specialists, some Web sites provide the President Lee, 

Myung-Bak‘s speech or contributions.   

Measuring the assurance strategies is quite difficult in examining online maintenance 

strategies.  In previous research, Ki & Hon (2005) omitted assurance strategies from their 

study because of the difficulty of operationalizing the strategy in a way that was valid and 

reliable for communication via Web sites. In this study, assurance was regarded as an 

attempt to fortify the relationship between organizations and publics online. In that 

context, assurance was measured by the visitors‘ active participation in the contents or 

design of the Web sites. Also, the log-in function is coded for this strategy.  The findings 

suggest that assurance strategies appear on about two- thirds of the Web sites. Forty-five 

percent of Web sites invited publics to upload contents. Thirty-seven Web sites asked 

visitors to log in.  However, as previous research indicated, more accurate coding 

categories are needed to measure this strategy. 

Dialogic Communication Strategies 

The results reveal that most South Korean government Web sites employ dialogic 

communication principles effectively. Among the five principles, useful information, 

ease of interface, and dialogic loop appeared most prominently in the analysis.  

The dialogic loop principle was measured by some interactive features, such as the 

presence of contact information, surveys and welcome messages. Most Web sites 

followed this principle. Among the tactics in this principle, providing contact information 

is used most frequently for dialogic loop principle followed by conducting surveys and 

providing welcome messages. As previous research suggested, blogs are more effective 
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media for dialogic loop than official Web sites (Kent 2000). These days, many South 

Korean governmental organizations also have blogs to communicate with publics more 

closely. Among the sixty sample Web sites, twenty-six organizations have their own 

blogs separate from the websites and make visible link to the blogs on the home page.   

 Useful information is one of the strongest principles used on South Korean 

government Web sites. The two coders commonly described that huge amounts of 

information are provided on the Web sites. More importantly, most Web sites have good 

system to search the data. For example, they offer ‗e-library‘s, a data search engines, 

cyber museums, and data- downloading system. This principle is consistent with 

openness, one of the maintenance strategies. By providing publics with open access to 

useful information, they are able to build a good relationship with publics. 

With regard to the principle of ease of interface, the study indicates two issues. First, 

most Web sites have a good system for an easy interface.  All Web sites provide a 

homepage link on every page. Also, other systems such as site map and quick menu were 

provided. Ironically, however, the efforts to follow the principle of ease of interface made 

the Webpage seem complex. The primary coder indicated that ―many of the Web sites 

were too complicated, and thus it is sometimes hard to find a certain category or contents.‖ 

Even though some websites offered a quick menu on the right side, the overall 

complexity could be obstacles for this principle.  

  Conservation of visitors was measured by systematic features that keep users on the 

Web sites and several services that help visitors navigate the sites easily. Many Web sites 

were loaded without pop-up windows. Also, fifty-three Web sites were loaded in less 

than four seconds. Moreover, considering that the research was conducted in U.S., the 
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load time in South Korea must be faster.  In addition to these technical issues, many Web 

sites provided a help section, a favorite keyword and other convenient functions to 

conserve visitors.  For example the National Tax Service provide virtual help zone to 

help visitors in real time.   

The next principle is the generation of returning visitors. This is important to 

continue to build and manage the relationships with publics. However this principle was 

not an obvious element of most Web sites.  Only ten Web sites explicitly make 

statements to induce visitors to return to the sites. Seven Web sites have a bookmark 

function and encourage visitors to bookmark the sites. Upcoming events or a calendar 

was observed on twenty- five Web sites.  In the long run, this principle is necessary to 

build a long standing relationship with publics. Thus, the South Korean government 

should reinforce this strategy. 

Conclusion and Implications for Future Study 

The advent of the Internet has changed the public relations paradigm. Various 

organizations have built their own Web sites to establish and manage the relationship 

with publics. In the academic field, many studies have been conducted to examine the 

relationship management of various organizations.  In spite of the increased interests in 

online relationship management, governmental organizations are relatively less studied 

within this perspective. Thus, the findings of this study provide a baseline for the future 

study of government‘s online public relations.  

   To examine the South Korean government‘s strategies, this study used two 

frameworks: relational maintenance strategies and dialogic communication strategies. 
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Both frameworks are very popular and regarded as useful to analyze the relationship 

building strategies.   

Overall, this study found that South Korean government Web sites build effective 

and efficient maintenance strategies and communication strategies for relationship 

management.  More specifically, this study suggests some significant facts.  

First, among the maintenance strategies, the positivity principle is most effectively 

used on the Web sites. South Korean government Web sites used various strategies by 

providing range of systems, contents, and services. In addition, they provided special 

menus and contents for specific groups of publics. Also some functions such as log in and 

searching engines help visitors use the Web sites more conveniently and leave them with 

a good impression about the organizations.   

Second, among the dialogic communication strategies, providing useful information 

was the highest-ranked strategy. Most Web sites provide huge amounts of information 

that visitors can use freely. More impressively, the data searching systems are well 

established. As a result, visitors can conveniently access many kinds of information 

including data, publications, and white papers.  

 Third, overall, interactivity was the most important principle in relationship 

management. For two-way symmetric communication, most Web sites provided contact 

information, e-mail address, message board, or free board. Especially, most sites 

provided at least two kinds of boards which have different functions such as free board, 

Q&A board, and opinion board about policies to communicate with publics closely and 

effectively.    
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 This study has some limitations. First, even though this study covers all of the 

federal ministers‘ Web sites, the sample size of this study is not large enough to 

generalize the result. Thus, in future studies, it will be necessary to enlarge the sample 

size for reliability and validity.   

Also, this study explored only strategic features, a process of relationship building. It 

was not extended to evaluate how these strategies affect the outcome or quality of 

relations, including the satisfaction and reactions of publics. Thus, in future studies it will 

be necessary to examine the relationship between the strategies and outcome of publics‘ 

response using another methodology.  

 Third, as a first step of examining the governments‘ online relationship management, 

this study is descriptive rather than analytical. Thus, a future study should seek to 

examine the relationship management theory more analytically with considering other 

factors.   

In conclusion, this study provides understanding of the recent phenomenon of South 

Korean citizens‘ connectivity with their governments through the Internet. Also, this 

study demonstrated that South Korean government websites can be good example of 

effective online relational management.   Thus, in practice, this study will provide some 

ideas of desirable online communication of government to practitioners.  Also, this study 

will broaden the academic insights of examining and analyzing the government public 

relations and communication.    
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APPENDIX I 

LIST OF SAMPLES AND ADDRESSES 

 

The organization’s name URL 

South Korea e government  www.South Korea.go.kr  

National Intelligence Service  www.nis.go.kr  

The National Assembly of the Republic of South 

Korea  

http://South Korea.assembly.go.kr  

South Korea‘s official Website www.South Korea.net  

Cheong Wa Dae (The Blue House) www.president.go.kr  

Prime Minister‘s Office   www.pmo.go.kr  

The National Unification Advisory Council  www.nuac.go.kr  

Ministry of Strategy and Finance www.mosf.go.kr  

Ministry of Education, Science and Technology www.mest.go.kr  

Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade www.mofat.go.kr  

Ministry of Unification www.uniSouth Korea.go.kr 

Ministry of Justice www.moj.go.kr  

Ministry of National Defense www.mnd.mil.kr 

Ministry of Public Administration and Security www.mopas.go.kr  

Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism www.mcst.go.kr  

Ministry for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and 

Fisheries 
www.mifaff.go.kr  

Ministry of Knowledge Economy www.mke.go.kr  

Ministry of Health, Welfare and Family Affairs www.mw.go.kr  

Ministry of  Environment  www.me.go.kr  

Ministry of Labor www.molab.go.kr  

Ministry of Gender Equality www.moge.go.kr  

Ministry of  Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs www.mltm.go.kr  

Ministry of Veterans Affairs www.mpva.go.kr  

South Korea Communications Commission www.kcc.go.kr  

Fair Trade Commission www.ftc.go.kr  

Finance Services Commission www.fsc.go.kr  

Anti-corruption and Civil Rights Commission www.acrc.go.kr  

http://www.korea.go.kr/
http://www.korea.go.kr/
http://ncsc.go.kr/
http://www.nis.go.kr/
http://korea.assembly.go.kr/
http://korea.assembly.go.kr/
http://korea.assembly.go.kr/
http://www.korea.net/
http://www.korea.net/
http://www.president.go.kr/
http://www.president.go.kr/
http://www.prmo.go.kr/
http://www.pmo.go.kr/
http://www.nuac.go.kr/index.jsp
http://www.nuac.go.kr/
http://www.mosf.go.kr/
http://www.mest.go.kr/
http://www.mofat.go.kr/
http://www.unikorea.go.kr/
http://www.moj.go.kr/
http://www.mnd.mil.kr/
http://www.mopas.go.kr/
http://www.mcst.go.kr/
http://www.mifaff.go.kr/
http://www.mke.go.kr/
http://www.mw.go.kr/
http://www.me.go.kr/
http://www.molab.go.kr/
http://www.moge.go.kr/
http://www.mltm.go.kr/
http://www.mpva.go.kr/
http://www.kcc.go.kr/
http://www.ftc.go.kr/
http://www.fsc.go.kr/
http://www.acrc.go.kr/
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The organization’s name 

 

URL 

 National Human Rights Commission of South 

Korea www.humanrights.go.kr  

National Tax Service www.nts.go.kr  

South Korea Customs Service www.customs.go.kr  

Public Procurement Service www.pps.go.kr  

Statistics South Korea www.kostat.go.kr  

Supreme Prosecutor's Office www.spo.go.kr  

Military Manpower Administration www.mma.go.kr  

Defense Acquisition Program Administration www.dapa.go.kr  

National Police Agency www.police.go.kr  

National Emergency Management Agency www.nema.go.kr  

Cultural Heritage Administration of South Korea www.cha.go.kr  

Rural Development Administration www.rda.go.kr  

South Korea Forest Service www.forest.go.kr  

The Small & Medium Business Administration www.smba.go.kr  

South Korean Intellectual Prosperity Office www.kipo.go.kr  

Food and Drug Administration www.kfda.go.kr  

South Korea Metrological Administration www.kma.go.kr  

South Korea Coast Guard www.kcg.go.kr  

Multifunctional Administrative City www.macc.go.kr  

South Korea Knowledge Portal www.knowledge.go.kr  

National Archives Portal www.archives.go.kr  

South Korea national Heritage Online www.heritage.go.kr  

South Korea Biodiversity Information System www.nature.go.kr  

National Museum of South Korea www.museum.go.kr  

Farming Technology Portal http//:search.rda.go.kr  

South Korean Patterns www.pattern.go.kr  

Driver's License Agency www.dla.go.kr  

South Korea Railroad www.korail.com  

Spreme Court of South Korea www.scourt.go.kr  

South Korea Tourism Organization www.visitSouth Korea.or.kr  

South Korea Post www.South Koreapost.go.kr 

Human Resources Development Service of South 

Korea 
www.hrdSouth Korea.or.kr 

 

http://www.humanrights.go.kr/
http://www.nts.go.kr/
http://www.customs.go.kr/
http://www.pps.go.kr/
http://www.kostat.go.kr/
http://www.spo.go.kr/
http://www.mma.go.kr/
http://www.dapa.go.kr/
http://www.police.go.kr/
http://www.nema.go.kr/
http://www.cha.go.kr/
http://www.rda.go.kr/
http://www.forest.go.kr/
http://www.smba.go.kr/
http://www.kipo.go.kr/
http://www.kfda.go.kr/
http://www.kma.go.kr/
http://www.kcg.go.kr/
http://www.macc.go.kr/
http://www.knowledge.go.kr/
http://www.archives.go.kr/
http://www.heritage.go.kr/
http://www.nature.go.kr/
http://www.museum.go.kr/
http://search.rda.go.kr/
http://www.pattern.go.kr/
http://www.dla.go.kr/
http://www.korail.com/
http://www.scourt.go.kr/
http://www.visitkorea.or.kr/
http://www.koreapost.go.kr/
http://www.hrdkorea.or.kr/
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APPENDIX II 

CODING SHEET  

Serial Name 

Website name: 

Organization that administers the sites: 

URL: 

 

 General Characteristics 

 Functions 

Providing Information Yes No 

Communication Yes No 

Providing Official Service Yes No 

Are there any other functions  

 

 Interactivities 

Free board Yes No 

Contact information Yes No 

Feedback Yes No 

Comment functions on posts Yes No 

 

 

 Construction of Websites 

How many sections are on the homepage? Write the number 

of sections. 

 

How do you feel about the main page?  

 

Relational Maintenance Strategy 

 

 Positivity 

Presence of Multi media Yes No 

If yes, types of multimedia 
1) video clip 2) animation 3) flash 4) 

others 

Presence of  site search Yes No 

Presence of site map Yes No 

Presence of main menu on the first page Yes No 

Presence of specific menu for specific publics Yes No 

If yes, types of publics 
1) children 2)adolescents 3) disabled 

people 4) foreigners 

Offering RSS Yes No 

Are there any characteristics to give coders a favorable 

impression about the sites or the organizations? 
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 Access 

Offering email address Yes No 

Offering contact information Yes No 

Explicitly inviting questions or comments from visitors Yes No 

 

 Openness 

Providing organization news on the Websites Yes No 

Offering email updates about the organization news Yes No 

Offering a board for visitors to make comments Yes No 

Presence of evaluation function of each post Yes No 

 

 Shared tasks 

Invitation to participate in a community activity Yes No 

Invitation to participate in campaigns or events Yes No 

Invitation to express visitors‘ opinion about the policies Yes No 

 

 Networking 

Endorsement from celebrities Yes No 

Inclusion of an advertisement, video clips, or image in 

which celebrities appear 
Yes No 

Offering third endorsement or  professional opinions Yes No 

 

 Assurance 

Inclusion of message board Yes No 

Inclusion of a chat room Yes No 

Invitation to participate in the design or contents of the 

Websites 
Yes No 

Presence of log-in function Yes No 

Are there any features that make visitors use the Websites 

actively? 
 

 

Dialogic Communication Strategies 

 

 Dialogic Loop 

Providing Contact Information Yes No 

Providing Surveys Yes No 

Register to receive news Yes No 

Presence of welcome message Yes No 

Are there any other features of communicating with 

organizations for visitors? 
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 Useful information 

Presence of ―about us‖ Yes No 

Providing organizations‘  stance about current issues Yes No 

Presence of Archived news Yes No 

Presence of  current news Yes No 

Availability of background information about policy, 

current news, and current issues 
Yes No 

What kinds of information are provided on the main 

menu? 
  

 

 Ease of interface 

Presence of Site map Yes No 

Link to Home page on each page Yes No 

Presence of Main Navigation Yes No 

Clearly identified links Yes No 

Well-categorized main page Yes No 

 

 Conservation of Visitors 

No pop- up window Yes No 

Hidden links behind link buttons Yes No 

Short uploading time (less than 4 seconds) Yes No 

Clearly marked update date/time Yes No 

Presence of important information on the first page Yes No 

Are there any other features to help to conserve visitors?  

 

 Generation of Returning visitors 

Appealing to visitors with explicit statement inviting 

them to return 
Yes No 

Encouraging visitors to bookmark this page Yes No 

Upcoming Events/Calendar Yes No 

  

 Any comments about the Website use. 

 

 

 

 

‗ 
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APPENDIX III 

AN EXAMPLE OF HOMEPAGE  

(The Website of the Minister of Justice) 

 
*   Each circle is regarded as one section. 

**  The circle on the top is main menu.  

*** The circle on the right side is quick menu. 

 

  


